Jacobsen Declaration Exhibit AC
SLJ&K Intergalactic Railway Software
LOCONET1.VxD for
Windows 3.1 and Win95


RELEASE NOTES

This is the second Beta release of the LOCONET VxD. This program is a Windows 3.1 VxD that is used to interface to a DIGITRAX BIG-BOY® or Chief® System using a DIGITRAX® MS-100 computer interface.

A demonstration program written in "C", are provided to show how to interface to the VxD.

This program is Copyrighted 1996-1997 by John E. Kabat Jr. DBA Susanville, Linda Junction and Keystone Intergalactic Railway Software and all rights are reserved.

This is a BETA program (Actually more like Alpha+). This program may NOT re-distributed.

This program has been tested, But, there is no warranty expressed or implied. Use at you own risk.

MANIFEST:

- lconet1.vxd - The VxD
- l1doc.htm - Documentation for the VxD and API

Problems fixed/changes:

1.1.0 BETA release

1. Fixed problem with sending out one too many characters on a LOCONET Message.

KNOW BUGS/PROBLEMS:

1. Messages from a DS-54 are not processed yet.
2. The automatic detect of the MS-100 does not work.
3. Do not issue a GLOBAL POWER OFF command. The DT-200 will cut power to the network and the TSR will not be able to send any other command (Such as GLOBAL POWER ON) until power is restored by doing a GLOBAL POWER ON on the master DT-200. This is a problem with the LA-1 not this program.
4. This version does not do an initial poll for DS-54 status.
5. Master mode is NOT implemented in this version.
6. The ability to use Locomotive addresses instead of handles is not fully implemented or tested (or even fully documented!) - Use at your own risk!

If you have any problems, find bugs, or want to make suggestions. Please contact me at the following:

EMAIL: sljkrr@lanminds.net

Enjoy
John E. Kabat Jr.

Download the LOCONET1.VxD Version 1.1.0 BETA

Return to the SLJ&K home page